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STATE COLLEGE OF IOWA 
Eighty-sixth Annual 
SPRING 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 
June 6, 1963 
Commencement 
June 6, 1963 6:30 p.m. 
0. R. Latham Stadium 
President James William Maucker, Ph.D., presiding 
Prelude Concert: 
"March from Egmont" _________________ ___ Ludwig van Beethoven-Roger Smith 
"Solemn March" -------------------------------- George Frederick Handel-Phil Lang 
"King Duncan's March, from ~facbeth" ____ Giuseppi Verdi-Roger Smith 
The Concert Band 
Karl M. Holvik, conductor 
Processional ( Audience standing) 
"The Crowning Glmy" ------------------------------------------- ------------------ Alfred Reed 
The Academic Procession: 
Candidates for the Master of Arts in Education Degree 
Candidates for the Bachelor of Arts Degree with Teaching Certificate 
Candidates for the Bachelor of Arts Degree 
The President's Party 
The Adminish·ative Council 
The Faculty 
"The Star-Spangled Banner" ----------------------------------------------- Francis Scott Key 
Invocation -- ------------------------------ -------- -------------------------- David Bluhm, Ph.D. 
Professor of Philosophy and Religion 
"A Festival Prelude" -------------------------------------------------------------------- -- Alfred Reed 
The Concert Band 
Karl M. Holvik, conductor 
Awarding of Honors and Prizes 
Alumni Awards 
Presentation of Candidates __ _____ __ _ _ __ William C. Lang, Ph.D. 
Dean of Instruction 
Conferring of Degrees --------------------- ----------------------- _____ ____ President Maucker 
Alumni Induction ------------------------------- ______ Mr. Milo Lawton 
Director of Alumni Affairs 





A wards and Scholarships 
Announced at Commencement 
The Merchant Scholarship-The gift of Frank Ivan and Kate Matilda 
Merchant. Awarded, for the purpose of graduate study, to outstand-
ing graduates of State College of Iowa 
KATHLEEN BLYTHE PARKER ------------------------------- MUNCIE, INDIANA 
CLAYTON FLOYD THOMAS ------------------------------------------------ IOWA CITY 
DONALD LEE WINTERS -------------------------------------------------- FORT DODGE 
The Pi Gamma Mu Honor Award-Awarded to a senior Social Science 
major for high scholarship, professional interest, and participation in Social 
Science and related activities 
TERRY DARL HOLDRIDGE ---- ------------------------------------------------------ DELHI 
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Purple and Old Gold A wards 
Presented to Bachelor Degree Graduates 
for Meritorious Scholarship in Particular Areas 
ART 
Dennis Luellyn Hendrickson ---------------- -------------------- ------------------------ Northwood 
BUSINESS EDUCATION 
Laurance Joseph Warford ----- --------------- ------------------------------------- ------- Iowa Falls 
ELEMENT ARY EDUCATION-UPPER 
Barbara Joan Vogt ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- Homestead 
ENGLISH 
Jean Margaret Lind --------------------------------- ------ --------------------- -- ------------ Manchester 
HOME ECONOMICS 
Betty Burzette LaCoste ---- -- ------------------------------------------------------------- Cedar Falls 
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL EDUCATION 
William Eric Blake --------- -------------------------------- -- --------------------------------- Cedar Falls 
LANGUAGES 
Mariana Steele ------------------ ---------------------------- ---------------- ---------------------------- Algona 
LIBRARY SCIENCE 
Sharon Lousina Ruthstrom --------- ---------------------------------- ------ ----------- Cedar Falls 
MATHEMATICS 
Ronald Eugene Willrich ------------------------------------------------- ------------------- ------- Dexter 
MUSIC 
Eleanor Mae Brindle --------------- ----- ------------ ----------------------------------------------- - Conrad 
SCIENCE 
Carolyn Edith Tietz ------------------------------------ ----------------------------- ------- Cedar Falls 
SOCIAL SCIENCE 
Carroll Lee Engelhardt ----- ------------------------------------------------------- ------------ ---- Elkader 
SPEECH 
Rosella Norma Blunk ------------------------------------- - ---------------------------- Atlantic 
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Purple and Old Gold A wards 
Presented to Bachelor Degree Graduates 
for Conspicuous Achievement in Particular Areas 
ATHLETICS 
William Morris Dotson ----------------------------------------------------- --------------- Cedar Falls 
DRAMATICS 
Michael Jon Griffith --------------------------------------------------------------------- Cedar Rapids 
EXTRA-CURRICULUM ACTIVITIES 
Carroll Lee Engelhardt ------------ ---------------------------- --------------------- -- ------------ Elkader 
MUSIC 
Doris Emilie Beck -------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------- Cylinder 
Awards in other areas will be made at the Summer Commencement 
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Alumni Association A wards 
The Alumni Achievement Award 
Awarded to alumni for outstanding professional achievement 
For achievement in the field of Educational Administration 
WENDELL HOW ARD PIERCE, Class of 1933 
Superintendent of Schools, Cincinnati, Ohio 
For achievement as a College Teacher 
GLENN A. BAKKUM, Class of 1916 
Head of the Department of Sociology 
Oregon State University, Corvallis, Oregon 
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Alumni Association A wards 
The Alumni Service Award 
Awarded for service in the cause of teacher education to the State College 
of Iowa, its alumni, and the State of Iowa 
EDWIN J. COEN, Class of 1934 
County Superintendent of Schools, Denison, Iowa 
DAVID A. DANCER 
Secretary, Iowa State Board of Regents 
GRIFFIN T. A. EGGERS, Class of 1937 
Divisional Sales Manager, Investors Diversified Services, Inc. 
Fargo, North Dakota 
MARGARET C. FI1ZGERALD, Class of 1935 
Director of Food Service, State College of Iowa 
HARLAND H. HANSON, Class of 1931 
Superintendent of Schools, Holstein, Iowa 
GEORGE HUTCHISON, Class of 1939 
President, Hutchison Lumber Products, Manchester, Iowa 
DOROTHY KOEHRING 
Professor of Education, State College of Iowa 
JOHN S. LATTA, JR., Class of 1929 
President, J. S. Latta and Son, Cedar Falls, Iowa 
A. JEROME NIELSEN, Class of 1947 
Physical Therapist, Long Beach, California 
CHURCHILL T. WILLIAMS, Class of 1938 
Executive Vice-President, Oelwein State Bank, Oelwein, Iowa 
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List of Graduates 
September, 1962, Section 
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS 
WITH TEACHING CERTIFICATE 
Adair, Joe Thomas-Social Science (History) ____________________________ Waterloo 
Bell, William Allen, Jr.-Social Science (History) ________________ Shell Rock 
Cook, Carol Lurene-Elementary Education -------------------- ----------- Clinton 
Doyle, Raymond Eugene-Physical Education (Men) _____________ ___ Toledo 
Harms, Alice Thompson-Elementary Education ___________________ _____ Allison 
Melhus, Carol Senear-Business Education --------------------------- Cedar Falls 
Wetherell, Sharon Kay-Junior High School Education ___________ Imogene 
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION 
Christophel, Edna Lois ---------------------------------------- Cedar Falls 
B.A., 1956, State College of Iowa 
Major-Elementary Teaching 
Gulick, John Carr -------- -------- _____ Cedar Falls 
B.S. in Ed. and B.A., 1942, Northeast Missouri State Teachers Col-
lege, Kirksville 
Major-Guidance and Counseling 
Schrage, Darwin La Vern ---------------------- ------------------- West Union 
B.A., 1958, Wartburg College, Waverly 
Major-Business Education 
Sowers, Darrell Lee ------------------------------------------------------ -- ---- Rockwell 
B.S., 1953, Wartburg College, Waverly 
Major-Science 
Thesis-A Survey of the Desmids of Clear Lake, Iowa 
Tabor, Kenneth Robert -------------------------------------------------------------- Pilot Mound 
B.A., 1958, State College of Iowa 
Major-Guidance and Counseling 
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November, 1962, Section 
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS 
WITH TEACHING CERTIFICATE 
Anderson, Emily Johnson-Elementary Education -------·---·---·---- Randall 
Briley, Marlys Jo-Physical Education (Women) __________________ _____ Nevada 
Heick, Judith Ann-English ------------------------------------------------------ Spirit Lake 
Johnson, Richard Carl-Science --------------------------------------------- Fort Dodge 
Johnson, Robert Thomas-Business Education ____ ______ Fort Dodge 
Klenzman, Karlyn Diann-Home Economics (Vocational) ____ Waverly 
Mast, Wayne Eldon-Junior High School Education ____________ Cedar Falls 
Mills, L. Jeannine Martin-Elementary Education ______________ Cedar Falls 
Roderick, Ron Raymond-Business Education (Marketing) 
--- ------------------------------------------------ Cedar Falls 
Schutt, Richard Carl-Industrial Arts ------------- ------------------------ Mason City 
Settle, Mary Ellen Dunn-Elementary Education ________________ Cedar Falls 
Vidis, Lynn Janis Germain-Social Science (History) ____________ Waterloo 
Young, Mari Helen-Social Science (History) ____________________ Cedar Falls 
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION 
Dolphin, Mary Jean Getty --------------------------------- _ ------------------------ Hampton 
B.A., 1953, State College of Iowa 
Major-School Administration and Supervision-
Elementary Supervision 
Erickson, Tommy Michael ------------------- --------------- ---------------------- Montezuma 
B.A., 1958, State College of Iowa 
Major-School Administration and Supervision-
Secondary Principalship 
Hunnicutt, Leon Arthur ---------------------------------------------------------------- Iowa City 
B.A., 1953, State College of Iowa 
Major-Industrial Arts 
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Pedersen, Charles Jens --------------------------------------------------------------- Des Moines 
B.A., 1956, State College of Iowa 
Major-School Administration and Supervision-
Elementary Principalship 
Thesis-Home Environment of the Best Adjusted and Poorest Ad-
justed Sixth Grade Boys of a Des Moines, Iowa, Public 
Elementary School 
Stoddard, Alan Dale ------------------------------------------------ Washburn, Wisconsin 
A.B., 1950, Luther College, Decorah, Iowa 
Major-School Administration and Supervision-
Secondary Principalship 
Sturgeon, Ario Owen -------------------------------------------------------------------- Sutherland 
B.A., 1958, State College of Iowa 
Major-Guidance and Counseling 
February, 1963, Section 
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Amirfaridi, Firouz-Chemistry ------------------------------------------------ Tehran, Iran 
Bunger, Darwin Lee-Business (Marketing) ------------------------------ Waverly 
Chance, John Thomas-Business (Marketing) ____________ New Providence 
Kneeland, Frank Edward-Business ( General Business) ________ Waterloo 
Leberman, Gerald Eugene-Business ( General Business) ____ Mason City 
Nixon, Bryce Gordon-Business (Marketing) -------------------------------- Fonda 
Overton, Stanley Ross-Mathematics ---------------------------------------- Gladbrook 
Sloter, Donald Edmund-Business (Marketing) ________________ Cedar Falls 
Teisinger, Kenneth Floyd-Mathematics ------------------------------------ Waterloo 
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THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS 
WITH TEACHING CERTIFICATE 
Austin, Judith Morrison-English ------------------------------------------- Cedar Falls 
Bell, Harlan Lee-Science (Biology) ---------------------------------------- St. Ansgar 
Belthius, Marlene Kay-Elementary Education ____________ Grundy Center 
Betten, Dwain Keith-Mathematics ---------------------------------- ------------- Ackley 
Black, Jacqueline Kunz-Art ---------------------------------------------------- Cedar Falls 
0 Blake, William Eric-Junior High School Education ____________ Cedar Falls 
Blatt, Marilyn Margaret-Elementary Education ____________ ___ __ _______ Remsen 
Boeger, Bonnie Lee-Social Science ( History, Economics and 
Sociology) ----------------- ---------------------------- -------- -------------------------- ----- Waterloo 
Boynton, David Farmer-Art -------------------------------------------------------- Waterloo 
Brandt, Ruth Amanda-Elementary Education ______________________ Garnavillo 
Bunge, Darrel Lee-Physical Education (Men) ______________________ Massillon 
Burnett, Nancy Jo-Social Science (History) ------------------------ Burlington 
Byers, Norman Arthur-Physical Education (Men) ________ Central City 
Cain, Mary Elizabeth-Elementary Education ------------------------------ Eldora 
Chapman, Merlin Lee-Mathematics --------------------------------------- --------- Elgin 
Cole, Verna Atzen-Elementary Education _______ ________ _______ ______ Cedar Falls 
Daman, Karen Pearson Mott-Speech Correction _____ __ _________ Cedar Falls 
Daniels, Anita Lucille-Speech Correction ---------------------------------- Oelwein 
Davis, Gerald Allan-Business Education ( General Business) __ Decorah 
Dotson, Richard Courtney-Physical Education (Men) ____ Cedar Falls 
Eggleston, Connie Fagen-Elementary Education _____________ _ Cedar Falls 
Etzen, Keith Allen-Business Education -------------------------------- Forest City 
Finnegan, Delores Marie-Elementary Education ________________________ Lawler 
Foshe, Pauline Mae-Elementary Education ------------ ----- ------- Des Moines 
Freers, Gary Ward-English --------------------------------- --------------- ------ -- Muscatine 
Fuke, Stanley Akira-Elementary Education ______________________ Hilo, Hawaii 
Golbuff, William Clark, Jr.-Elementary Education ____ __ ______ Mason City 
Griffin, Harry James, Jr.-Mathematics ------------------------------------ -- Waterloo 
Hahn, Frederick David-Junior High School Education ____ Des Moines 
Halvorson, Orloue Mae-Mathematics ----------------- ------- --------- --- Lake Mills 
Hays, Nancy Esther-Elementary Education ________________________ Cedar Falls 
Helming, Sharon Burke-English --------------------------------- ------------------- Marion 
Hermsen, Donald Leon-Science (Chemistry) ________________________ Dyersville 
Higashi, Mildred Yayoi-Social Science ---------------------------- Pahoa, Hawaii 
Hill, Charles Delano-Physical Education (Men) ________ _______ ____ Waterloo 
Hogue, Ronald Dean-Science (Chemistry) --------------- ------------- Waterloo 
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Holbrook, Jeny Raymond-\fathematics ____ _____ ___ _ ___ _ _ __________ Waterloo 
Holmstrom, Fay Eileen-Music (Voice) ----------------------------- -- ____ Hazleton 
Iida, Mae Meiko-Elementary Education ----------- ------------- Pahala, Hawaii 
Jeske, Judith Mann-Elementary Education ---------------------------------- Eldora 
Jesse, Leland Edward-Mathematics ------------------------------------ La Porte City 
Justice, Richard Lester-Industrial Arts -------------------------------- Manchester 
Kaminga, Shirley Arlene Kooiker-Elementary Education _______ _ Hudson 
Kelley, William Clarkson-Social Science -- -- ---------------------- Marshalltown 
Klemme, Douglas William-Mathematics ------ -- ---------------------------- Osceola 
Kluver, Eleanor Irene-Physical Education (Women) ____ Crystal Lake 
Kluver, Glenys Eva-Physical Education (Women) ________ Crystal Lake 
Kneeland, Marcia Kae-Elementary Education ___ _____________________ Reinbeck 
Krieger, Patricia Ann Meeker-Elementary Education ________ Cedar Falls 
Krieger, Rolland John-Science ( General Science) ____________ Cedar Falls 
Larson, Edgar Leo-Industrial Arts -------------------------------------------- _ Elkader 
Loerwald, Charles John-Physical Education (Men) ________ Cedar Falls 
Lowery, Richard Larry-Physical Education (Men) ________ La Porte City 
Manley, Thomas LeRoy-Music (Trumpet) ---------------------------- Waterloo 
,::::,Mann, Barbara Maree-Mathematics _____ : ______ __________________ Northbrook, Ill. 
Miller, Gary Lee-Mathematics __ -------------------------------------------- Muscatine 
Moeller, Lois Diane-Junior High School Education ______________ Fairbank 
Murphy, Donald Eugene-Science (Chemistry) ________________ Cedar Falls 
Needham, Karen Brand-Physical Education (Women) ____ Cedar Falls 
Nelson, Larry Lee-Science (Biology) ---------------------------- Buffalo Center 
Nieland, Douglas John-Physical Education (Men) ____________ Guttenberg 
Norris, Gale Kathryn-Social Science (Geography) ____ Unionville, Mo. 
Northrup, Thomas David-Mathematics ------------------------------- Cedar Falls 
Ogike, John Chukwunwike-Social Science (History) ____ Orlu, Nigeria 
Overbeck, Judith Ann-Elementary Education ----------------------· --·---- Boone 
Perez, Antonio-Junior High School Education _____________ __ __ _______ Hampton 
Platt, Ronald Dean-Mathematics ___ _ ----------------------- -------------- __ ____ Newell 
Pletcher, Richard Eugene-Science (Biology) ___________ _______ __ Cedar Falls 
Plum, Dorothy Ruth-English _________ ___ ----------------------------------------- Waterloo 
*Raisch, Arlene Dorothy-Elementary Education _____________ ___ Manchester 
Ranard, Norbert Jay-Mathematics -------------------------------------- Cedar Falls 
Reams, Judith Livingston-Elementary Education ____________ Cedar Falls 
Renfrow, Janice Blech-Physical Education (Women) ____ ___ _____ ,Waterloo 
Rowson, Maynard Glen-Physical Education (Men) ____ __________ ___ Clinton 
Ruby, Linda Beck-Elementary Education -------------------------- Cedar Falls 
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**Ruthstrom, Sharon Lousina-Library Science and Social Science 
(History) ------------------- ------------- ____ _________ ------------------------------ ____ Cedar Falls 
Sanford, Darnell Hulen-Physical Education (Men) ________ Chicago, Ill. 
Santee, Charles John-Science ------------------------------------- ----------- Cedar Falls 
Sawtell, Lois Elaine-Music (Piano) --------------------- -------- _____ ____ _____ ____ Ames 
Sbiral, Darlene Frank-Speech Correction -------------------------- ------ Waterloo 
Schaible, Wesley Lawton-Music (Horn) ______________ _____ _____ Laurens, S. C. 
Schilling, Kenneth Jay-Elementary Education ________ ________________ Jefferson 
Seeland, Joann Louise-Mathematics ----------------- ------------------ -------- St. Olaf 
Shubert, Robert Eugene-Junior High School Education ____ ____ Waterloo 
Smith, Carolyn Ann-Business Education ------------------------ ----- ----- -- Clinton 
Steele, Joyce Elaine--Business Education (Secretarial) __ __ ____ Waterloo 
Stetzel, Joanne :Maxwell-English _____________ _______ -- ------- ------------ -- -------- Exira 
*Stewart, Helen Ann-English ----- ---- ------- ----------------------------------------- ----- Perry 
Sturtz, Vernon Irl-Business Education ( Distributive Education 
Teacher-Coordinator) ___________ __ ---------------- ---------------------- Grundy Center 
Taylor, Richard Brent-Social Science (History) __ __________ ___ _ Buckingham 
Umsted, Richard Glen-Social Science (History) ___ __ __ _____________ Harcourt 
Van Loh, Viola Mae-Elementary Education ------------ --- ---------- ------- Ackley 
Vedane, Clyde Joseph-Business Education ------------------------------------ Casey 
Walter, Harold William-Physical Education (Men) _______ __ ___ Bettendorf 
,:::~Warford, Laurance Joseph-Business Education ( Distributive Edu-
cation Teacher-Coordinator) ----- ------------------------------------------- Iowa Falls 
Wehde, Shirley Ann-Mathematics ------------------ ----------------------- ------- Tipton 
'•'*Yates, Patsy Galvin-Elementary Education ----- -------------------- ----- Knoxville 
*Graduated with honors 
,:,*Graduated with high honors 
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THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION 
Cook, Dave J. ----------------------------------------------- ------------------------ ---- ------------- Manly 
B.A., 1930, Coe College, Cedar Rapids, Iowa 
Major-School Administration and Supervision -
Secondary Principalship 
Dunn, John Paul --- ------------------------------------------------------------- Fayetteville, Ark. 
B.S.E., 1958, Arkansas State College, State College 
Major-Business Education 
Thesis-A Retail Trade Area Analysis of .Fayette, Iowa: 1961 
Hoerman, Vern LeRoy ---------------------------------------------------------------- Clarksville 
B.A., 1958, State College of Iowa 
Major-Guidance and Counseling 
Morris, William Herbert ----------------------------------------------- Cedar Falls 
B.A., 1960, State College of Iowa 
Major-School Administration and Supervision -
Elementary Supervision 
Thesis-An E valuation of a Physics Unit Taught in the Fifth Grade 
Sehmann, Richard John -------------- ------------------------------------------------- Bettendorf 
B.A., 1958, State College of Iowa 
Major-Social Science 
Shew, Carolyn Burd ---------------------------------------- ---------------- Kansas City, Mo. 
B.S. in Ed., 1933, State College of Iowa 
Major-Business Education 
Thesis-The Effect of Background Music on Performance in Second-
Semester Typewriting in the Paseo High School, Kansas 
City, Missouri 
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June, 1963, Section 
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Abel, Richard Brett-Business (Marketing) --------------------------------~ Dike 
Anderson, Robert Larry-Science ____________ ___ ------------------------------- Waterloo 
Bengtson, David Alan-Business (Accounting) __ ___________________ Camanche 
Bowker, Robin Jane-Science -------------·---------------------------------- Cedar Falls 
Dahl, Ronald Eugene-Business (Marketing) ____ ----------------------- Waterloo 
Edmiston, James Fredrick-Business ( General Business) ____ ______ Keokuk 
Eggleston, Craig LeRoy-Business (Marketing) ____________ ________ Waterloo 
Farland, Keith Herman-Business ( General Business) ____ Cedar Falls 
Frandsen, Richard Allen-Business (Marketing) ______ __________ Cedar Falls 
Hathaway, Dennis Powell-Business (Marketing) ___________ ________ Waterloo 
Hill, Ronald DeLaney-Science ---------------------------------------------- _________ Osage 
Hoing, Earl LeRoy-Business (Marketing) ___ ____________________ _______ Waterloo 
Johnson, Richard Arlen-Business (Accounting) ___________________ Waterloo 
Kipp, Sandra Rottinghaus-Science (Medical Technology) ____ Waterloo 
Kortemeyer, William Leonard-Business (Marketing) _________ Waterloo 
Mannes, Londell Fredrick-Business (Marketing) ________ ____ McCallsburg 
Martinez, Gilbert John-Science _____________ ___ ________________________ Cedar Falls 
Ogle, Charles Lawrence-Business (Marketing) ________ ____ ________ Waterloo 
Patterson, James David-Mathematics _______________ __ _____________________ Waterloo 
Rekers, Robeit Ralph-Business ( Marketing) ________ _____ ___________ Waterloo 
Samuelson, Gerald Garfield-Business (Accounting) _____________ Janesville 
Savage, Richard E.-Business (Marketing) -------------------------------- Ottumwa 
Schinagel, John Clarence-Business (Accounting) ____ __ _____ _ __ Sheffield 
**'"Tietz, Carolyn Edith-Science ____ __________________________________________ Cedar Falls 
Versluis, Edward Brownell-English ------------------------------------------ Waterloo 
Walker, Larry Duane-English ---------------------------------------------------- Waterloo 
Whannel, Paul Robert-Science (Physics) - -------------------------- Cedar Falls 
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THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS 
WITH TEACHING CERTIFICATE 
Aasheim, Leslie Marion-Business Education ____________________ McCallsburg 
Adams, Judith Nielsen-Library Science ----------------------------- Cedar Falls 
Adams, Katherine Jean-Library Science and Social Science 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ l\tlarshalltown 
Adams, Ronald David-Social Science (History) ____ ____ ____ Cedar Falls 
Ahlf, Edward Deems-Social Science (History) ____ ____________ Cedar Falls 
Allen, Dorothy Amanda-Elementary Education ______________ La Porte City 
Almandinger, Vern Dale-Social Science ---------------------------------- Muscatine 
Andersen, Virginia Ann-Art ------------------------------------------------------ Humboldt 
Anderson, Marlene Joyce-Elementary Education ________ ________ Thompson 
Anderson, Richard Mark-Mathematics _______ :__________________________ Burlington 
*Andresen, Barbara Dea-English ------------------------------------------------ Ida Grove 
Antons, Dorothy Jeanne-Home Economics (Vocational) ____ Manchester 
Appenzeller, Loren Duane-Industrial Arts ________________________ Cedar Falls 
Arthur, DiAnna Meier-Elementary Education _____________ _______ Cedar Falls 
Ashby, William Everett-Mathematics and Social Science ______ Chariton 
Asleson, George Douglas-Physical Education (Men) ________ Charles City 
**Atherton, Sharon Wise-Elementary Education __________________ Cedar Falls 
Barry, Mary Hagaman-Science (Biology) -------------------------- Cedar Falls 
Bauer, Jean M.-Elementary Education ______________________ Charles City 
Beattie, Lynne Elaine-Junior High School Education ________ Manchester 
Beck, Doris Emilie-Music (Clarinet) ------------------------------ Cylinder 
Benfer, Shirley Pippert-Elementary Education ________________________ Garrison 
Bersee, Linda Lee-English ------------------------------------------- Schaller 
Bindel, Deanna Marie-Elementary Education ________________________ Winterset 
Bittner, James Ellsworth-Science (Biology) ------------------------------- Nashua 
Bittner, Judith Ann-Elementary Education -------------------------------- Thayer 
*Blunk, Rosella Norma-Speech ________________________ Atlantic 
Boals, Carol Dunn-Business Education (Secretarial) ________ Cedar Falls 
Boals, Daniel William-Physical Education (Men ) __________ __ Cedar Falls 
Bock, Lawrence Thomas-Mathematics ---------------------------------- Templeton 
Bolin, Karen Anne-Elementary Education ------------------------ Cedar Falls 
Borchard, Roger Jay-Elementary Education -------------------------------- Greene 
Bosch, Bonita Ellen-Elementary Education ________ ______________ Sibley 
Bradley, Jo Ann-Home Economics (Vocational) ____________________ Dubuque 
Brauer, Ronald Albert-Mathematics -------------------------------------- Iowa Falls 
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,:,*Brindle, Eleanor Mae-Music (Piano ) ------------------------------ ·------ -- Conrad 
Brocka, Joyce Mary-Home Economics (Vocational) ____ New Hartford 
Broderick, Charlotte Nadine Blackledge-Elementary Education 
________ _ __________________ __ -------------------------------------- ______________________ _______ _________ __ Hudson 
Brooks, Barbara Kay-Music (Organ ) -----------------------------------------·-- Ackley 
Bruce, John Charles-Social Science (History) _____________ _______ Cedar Falls 
Buckingham, Judith Ann-Elementary Education _______ __ _______ Prairie City 
Burkes, Harry William-Mathematics ---------------------------------------- Waterloo 
Burkhead, Alice Ruth-Elementary Education ________________________ Armstrong 
Burrell, Edward La Verne-Business Education ( Basic Business) 
___ _____________________ ___ _____ _________ ------------------------------------------------------- Cent er Point 
Capps, Richard Lee-Mathematics ---------------------------------------- Cedar Falls 
Carey, Robert Michael-Social Science ( Political Science) ____ Marcus 
Carlson, Dwight Raymond-Physical Education (Men) ____ Cedar Falls 
Carlson, Sandra J can-English ------------------------------------------------ Moline, Ill. 
Carlson, Wanda Jane-Elementary Education ------------------------------ Boone 
Carroll, Leonard James-Mathematics ______________________ Cedar Falls 
Carstensen, Janet Elaine-Elementary Education _____ ___ West Burlington 
Chastain, Sara Jane-Elementary Education ------------------------------------ Leon 
Christian, Susan Elizabeth-Elementary Education ____ Rochester, Minn. 
Christofferson, Walter Dean-Social Science (History) __________ Postville 
Clark, Ruth Ann-Elementary Education ---------------------------------- Wayland 
Clausen, Loretta Mae-Home Economics (Vocational) __________ Holstein 
Cline, Jeanne Frances-Art ---------------------------------------------------------- Winterset 
Cole, Bryan Lawrence-Social Science ( Economics and Sociology) 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- - Marshalltown 
Coleman, Marilyn Sue-Mathematics ------------------------------------------- Denison 
Cooke, Mary Ann-Elementary Education ---------------------------- Manchester 
Cowley, John Thornton-Mathematics ---------------------------------- Cedar Falls 
Cox, David Dwuane-Physical Education (Men) ______________ Cedar Falls 
Crawford, Dana Joy-Elementary Education ___________________ ___ Washington 
Cross, June Kaye-Elementary Education ---------------------------------- Knoxville 
Curry, James Patrick-Social Science ------------------------------------ Cedar Rapids 
Dalziel, Marilyn Wynette Hubbard-Elementary Education 
-------------------- ------------------------------------------------- Cedar Falls 
Daman, James Edward-English ------------------------------------------------ Humboldt 
*Darling, David Alan-Mathematics ------------------------------------------------ Carroll 
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Davis, Barbara Joan-Elementary Education ___ ________________ Gilmore City 
Davis, John Dean-Physical Education (Men) __ ____________ ________ Mapleton 
Davis, Margaret Ruth-Elementary Education ________________________ Waterloo 
DeBoer, Gordon Wayne-Mathematics ----------------------- ----------------------- Hull 
DeGraw, Betty Katherine-Home Economics (Vocational) ______ Delmar 
deNeui, Jon Ian-Social Science (History) ______ ____________________ Cedar Falls 
Dice, Phillip Robert-Science (Biology ) ---------------------------------- Lake Park 
Dighton, Lyndon Kirk-Physical Education (Men) ______________ ______ Coggon 
Dillinger, Larry Dale-Industrial Arts ____ _____ ________________ __ ______________ _____ Peru 
Ditzenberger, Roger-Business Education ________________ ______ _____ Fort Dodge 
Dodge, Barbara Knapp-Business Education _________ ______________ _____ Waterloo 
Doering, Joan Marie-Elementary Educati~n ___________________ ____ Mason City 
Donald, Neil Eugene-Music (Piano) --------------------------------- ------- Seymour 
Dotson, William Morris-Physical Education (Men) ________ Cedar Falls 
Dougherty, Joanne Jane-French __ -------------------------------------- Marshalltown 
Drefke, Paul Melburn-Physical Education ( ~fon) __ __________ __ _ Cherokee 
Drish, Theodore Edward-Junior High School Education ___ Brighton 
,:",'Druecker, Carol Joan-Elementary Education ____________ Strawberry Point 
Dunham, Daniel Ray-Physical Education (Men) _____ ____ _______ _ Waterloo 
Eichelberger, Donald Andrew-Physical Education (Men) ____ Anamosa 
Ellerbroek, Lee Tripp-Junior High School Education ________ _____ Sibley 
Ellingson, Sherryl Ann-Elementary Education ----------------------------- Alden 
Engel, John Henry-Social Science (History) and Library Science 
_ ___ ___ _ _____ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ ___ _ _ _______ _ __ _ _____ _ __ __  __ __ _ _ __ __ _ _ ____ __ _ ____ ______ ____ ___ ___ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ ____ Dumont 
,:,Engelhardt, Carroll Lee-Social Science ( History, Economics and 
Sociology) ________________ --------------------------------------------------------------------- Elkader 
Erie, Ellen Ann-Junior High School Education _______ _________ __ ____ Waterloo 
Evans, Ardean Duane-Indush·ial Arts ------------------------------------ Cedar Falls 
Evans, Joan Audrey-Junior High School Education _____ ___ Des Moines 
Fenneman, Gail Brocka-Elementary Education ________________ Cedar Falls 
Fields, James Frederick-Junior High School Education ____ Cedar Falls 
Fischer, Robert Jam es-Social Science ( Political Science, Economics 
and Sociology) ---------------------------------------------- ------------------------- --- Dubuque 
Fisher, Carol Jane-Business Education (Secretarial) _____ ___ Iowa City 
Fisher, Janet Marie-Elementary Education ___________________________ Waterloo 
Flitsch, Mary Kathryn-Speech Correction ----------------------------- Alburnett 
Foote, Richard LeRoy-Business Education __ __ ___ __________ ___________ Urbandale 
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Fowler, Jon Eugene-Industrial Arts ------------ ---------------------- ----- --- Hampton 
Fox, Joseph Roscoe-Physical Education (Men) ____ ____________________ __ Osage 
Fox, Lawrence J erome--Social Science (History) ______________________ Orchard 
Freeman, Michael Lee-Science (Physics) --------- ----------------------- Goldfield 
Freese, Gwenda Fae-Elementary Education ________________________ Wheatland 
*Freese, Pamela Kay-English and French ---------------------------- Cedar Falls 
*Friederichs, Marjorie Darlene Farrand-English ___ _____________ Cedar Falls 
Furland, Roberta Faye-Physical Education (Women) ___________ _ Conrad 
Furlong, Mary Catherine-Social Science (History) __________________ ____ Letts 
Gable, Sherry Nielsen-Elementruy Education ________________________ Waterloo 
Gast, Dale William-Business Education (Marketing) ____ New Hartford 
Gatton, Nola Ann-Business Education ------------------------------------------ Algona 
Gibbs, Micheal R.-Mathematics ------------------------------------------------ Burlington 
Gibson, Deanna-Business Education ( Secretru·ial) __ ________ _____ _ Superior 
Gibson, Marianne Patricia-Elementary Education ____ _____ _______ ________ Webb 
Glass, Carol Tatum-Elementruy Education ---- ------------------------- --- Greene 
Glass, Lynn William-Science (Biology) ---------------------------- Cedar Rapids 
Godfrey, Dennis LeRoy-English -------------------- -------------------- ---------------- Adel 
Grandgenett, Robert Joseph-Science -------------------------------------------- Corwith 
Green, David Walker-Elementary Education and Library Science 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------- Davenport 
Greenzweig, Lucille Evelyn-Business Education (Secretarial) 
-------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------- Charles City 
*Griffith, Michael Jon-Speech ________ ____ ___________ __________ ____________ Cedar Rapids 
Groth, LaDonna Inez-Business Education ---------------------------------- Anthon 
Grove, James Ray-Business Education -------------------------------- Cedar Falls 
Guldenpfennig, Donald A.-Science ------------- ------------------------- Cedar Falls 
Guldenpfennig, Lois Kennedy-Elementary Education Cedar Falls 
Gullickson, Arlen Roger-Mathematics ------------------------------------ Northwood 
Hall, Keith Franklin-Social Science (History) ________ ___ _______ Emmetsburg 
Haller, Charlotte Jean-Elementary Education ------------------------ Sioux City 
Hamilton, Jon Jay-Junior High School Education ________________ Cedar Falls 
Hammer, David Rolf-Business Education (Accounting) 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Faribault, Minn. 
Hansen, Jan ell Diane-Business Education (Secretarial) _________ ____ Bode 
Harl, Merna Marie-English ------------------------ -------------------------------------- Numa 
Harms, Joyce Marie-Music (Voice) -------------------------------------------- Marion 
Harris, Kenneth Wayne-Junior High School Education ____ Cedar Falls 
Harris, Verna Marie-Elementary Education ---------------------------------- Delhi 
Hartman, Joan Louise-Physical Education (Women) _____________ _______ Adel 
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Hatch, Judith Ann-Mathematics ------- ---------------------------------- ----- Davenport 
Helland, Jerry Lee-Business Education ( Distributive Education 
Teacher-Coordinator) -------- ------------ ------- --------------------- ---- ------------ Waterloo 
Hendricks, Donald Ray-Mathematics -------------------------------------- Winterset 
*Hendrickson, Dennis Luellyn-Art ----------------------------- --------------- Northwood 
Herke, Lany William-Junior High School Education ____ ___ _ Cedar Falls 
Hess, Roger Merle-Music (Clarinet) _________________________ ___ Westboro, Mo. 
Heyerhoff, Alfred LeRoy-Industrial Arts -------------------- -------- Fort Dodge 
Hicok, Larry Lee-Business Education ( Marketing) ____________ ____ Nashua 
Hill, Barbara Pletz-Elementary Education __________________________ Cedar Falls 
Hilmer, Keith Allen-:Mathematics ------------------------------------------------- Marion 
Hink, Patricia Ruth-Elementary Education __________________________ _ Ida Grove 
Hoeper, Marlene May-Physical Education · (Women) _____ __ _____ Waverly 
Hogen, Blanche Johnson-Elementary Education ________________________ Kensett 
Hohl, Myrna Ruth-Elementary Education ______ _____________________ Donnellson 
Holbrook, Steven Thomas-English -------------------------------------------- Waterloo 
Holdiman, Alice Marie-English --------------------------- ------------- ---------- Waterloo 
'~ ':":'Holdridge, Terry Darl-Social Science ( Economics and Sociology) 
-------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------ --------- Delhi 
Hove, Nickie Arch-Mathematics --------------- -- ---------------------- Webster City 
Hoyer, Bonita Rae-Elementary Education ------------------------ ---- Fort Dodge 
Hudek, Marian Frances-Elementary Education _____ __ __ ___ _____ ___ Havelock 
Hughes, Dennis Ervin-Social Science ------------------------------ ------ Des Moines 
Hughes, Marynel-Music (Harp) ------------------------------------- --- Winfield, Ill. 
Hulet, Joanne Kay-Physical Education (Women) ________ Austin, Minn. 
Humke, Marjorie Louise-Foreign Languages ----------------- ------------- Ackley 
Humphrey, Carol Lou-Elementary Education __ ______________ Belvidere, Ill. 
Huseman, Gladys Lucille-Elementary Education ____________________ Schaller 
Husmann, John Dean-Social Science ( Economics and Sociology) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------- ------- ~1anchester 
Ingvoldstad, Mary Elizabeth-Elementary Education ______ __ ________ Decorah 
Jackson, Bill Irven-Physical Education (Men) and Mathematics 
------------ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Cedar Falls 
Jacob, Vicky Kay-Elementary Education ----------------------- --------- Bettendorf 
Jacobsen, Jacqueline-Elementary Education ---------------------------------- Exira 
Jacobson, William Canoll-Junior High School Education ____ Story City 
Jennings, Janice Marie-Elementary Education ___ ________ ___ ___ __ _____ Chariton 
Jensen, Charlotte Ann Grover-Science (Biology) _____ ___ _____ __ Waterloo 
Jensen, Richard Harvey-Science (Biology) ------------------ -------- ---- Ringsted 
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Jimison, Carole Turkleson-Elementary Education __________ ____ Sioux City 
Jimison, Douglas Allen-Elementary Education ____________________ Sioux City 
Johnson, Barbara Rae-English ---------------------------------------------- Charles City 
Johnson, Cleone Elizabeth-Elementary Education _______________ Red Oak 
Johnson, Darlyne Andersen-Speech Correction ______ _________ __ _ Cedar Falls 
Johnson, Kathryn Mae-Elementary Education _____________ ________ _____ Clinton 
Johnson, Terry Jay-Junior High School Education _______ _________ Belmond 
Johnston, Judith Eleanor-English ---------------------------------------------- - _______ Alta 
Jones, Lola May-Elementary Education ------------------------------ Mason City 
Jones, Nancy Reh-Elementary Education ------------------------------------ Manson 
Judge, Anne Elizabeth-Elementary Education --------------------- ------- -- Ames 
Jugenheimer, Marilyn Frances-Elementary Education ____________ Walcott 
Juhl, Ruth Mary-Elementary Education ----------------------------------- Waverly 
Kahl, Nina Laura-Elementary Education ------- --------------------------------- Ames 
King, Mary Van Abbema-Home Economics (Vocational) ____ Waverly 
Kirk, Ann Kathryn-Physical Education (Women) ________________ Waterloo 
Kite, Emily Jane-Elementary Education ---------------- -- ---------- Des Moines 
Klaver, Delmar Harm-Business Education (Marketing) ________ Kamrar 
Klein, Virginia :Mae-Elementary Education ---------------------------------- Sexton 
Klinger, Nanda Ilene-Home Economics (Vocational) _______ _ West Union 
Klinker, Eloise Jane-Elementary Education ---------------------------- Decorah 
Knudson, Lyle Eugene-Mathematics and Physical Education (Men) 
----------------- --- ----- -------------------------------------------- ···----------------·------------------- Manilla 
Kollman, Daryl James-Science (Biology) -------------------------------- Waterloo 
Kooiker, Audrey Ann-Junior High School Education ________ Rock Valley 
Kraft, Adrian Ronald-Science ____ ___ ___________ ____ ------------------------- ·- Mapleton 
Kramer, Jerry Roy-Social Science (History ) --- ------------- ------------ Waterloo 
Kramer, Karen Dene-Elementary Education ------------------------------ George 
Kroeger, Donna Marie Ward-Elementary Education ________ Cedar Falls 
Kropp, Carita Ann-Elementary Education ------------------------------------ Garner 
**LaCoste, Betty Burzette-Home Economics (Vocational) __ Cedar Falls 
Lamprecht, Peggy Ann-Mathematics ------------------------------------------ Sumner 
Lang, Donald Dean-Business Education -------·-------------------- Shenandoah 
Lang, Ronald Gene-Business Education ( Distributive Education 
Teacher-Coordinator) ---------------------------------------------------------- Shenandoah 
Lee, Karen Kay-Elementary Education ------------------------------------ Fremont 
Lewis, Leslie Alan-Mathematics ------------------------------------------ Coon Rapids 
***Lind, Jean Margaret-English -------------------------------------------------- Manchester 
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Lindemann, JoNette Louise-Elementary Education ________ Grand Mound 
Logan, Judith Ann-Elementary Education -------·------------------------ Melrose 
Logsdon, Sammy Lynn-Music (Voice) -----------------------------· Marble Rock 
Lowman, Penelope Ann-Elementary Education ________________________ Milford 
Lutz, Carol Anne-Elementary Education ---------------------------- Cedar Falls 
Maas, Alan James-Mathematics ---------------------------------------- New Hartford 
Mahood, Gary Richard-Social Science (History) ____________ La Porte City 
Mangold, Linda Jean-Library Science _______________ ------------------------------ Ryan 
Mapes, Mary Aileen-Elementary Education -------------------------------- Elberon 
Marr, Jackson Lee-Science (Biology) ------------------------------------------ Clinton 
Martens, Gary Ray-Business Education -------------------------------- Cedar Falls 
Martin, Martha Pearl-~1 usic (Voice ) -------------------------------------- Ida Grove 
Martindale, Constance Marie-Elementary Education ______ __ Cedar Falls 
Mathes, Joy Ann-Elementary Education ------------------------------ Barnes City 
Mathews, Barbara Lee-English -------------------------------------------------------- Eldora 
Mattocks, Diane Kay-Home Economics (Vocational) ___ _________ Wadena 
May, Ruth Ann-Elementary Education ------------------------------------ Waterloo 
McComb, Geneva Mae-Elementary Education __ __________________ __ Randalia 
McCool, Robert Ray-Business Education ( Basic Business) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --- Guthrie Center 
McDonald, Elizabeth Louise-Elementary Education _____ ___________ Delmar 
McDonough, Janice Marie-Elementary Education ____________ West Union 
McFerren, Terry Ann-Home Economics (Vocational) __________________ Britt 
McGinnis, Louise Thoms-Speech Correction ________________ __________ Rockwell 
McGowan, Alys Jo-Elementary Education ----------------------------- Waterloo 
McKeever, Jeanette Marie-Elementary Education ____________ Linn Grove 
McMurry, Sharon Kae-Elementary Education ________________________ Jefferson 
McNeese, Shirley Arlene-Elementary Education ---------------------------- Britt 
McNeilus, Jimmie Lee-Mathematics and Science (Physics) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ Marble Rock 
Meeks, Adria Margaret-Elementary Education _____________________ Martelle 
**Meeks, Andria Lillian-Mathematics and Science (Physics) Martelle 
Meisner, Faith Lorraine-Business Education (Secretarial) 
----------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Cedar Falls 
Mether, Lyle Douglas-Industrial Arts ------------------------------------ Cedar Falls 
Miller, Eugene Murphy-Physical Education ( Men) ________________ Sidney 
Mintle, Dennis Ross-Music (Voice) ________________________ __ ___ __ ____________ Malcom 
Mitchell, Patrick John-Business Education and Physical Education 
( Men ) ------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ------------ --------------- __ Osage 
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Moen, Ronald Dean-Mathematics -------·---------------------------------------- Mitchell 
Montz, David Ray-Mathematics ---------------------------------------------- Estherville 
Moon, Jessica Glenn-Elementary Education ______________ Stamford, Conn. 
,:"''i\!Ioore, Sheri Ann-Elementary Education ---------- ------------------------- Otranto 
Morgan, Janice Kay-Elementary Education ________________________ Cedar Falls 
Morningstar, Janice Louise-Elementary Education ___ _________________ Lisbon 
Morse, Kay Ardis-Art --------------------- --------------------------------------------- Sioux City 
Moyer, Doris Alberta-Elementary Education ____________________ Central City 
Muller, Richard Lee-Art ---------------------------------------------------------- Cedar Falls 
Myers, Barbara Jean-Physical Education (Women) __ ______________ Coulter 
Nadler, Renate Rothschild-Art --------------------------------------------------- Waterloo 
Namba, Betty Kazuko-Elementary Education ________________ Pahoa, Hawaii 
Neessen, James Roger-Business Education -------------------------------- Waterloo 
Nelson, Ellen Marie-English ---------------------------------------------------------- Titonka 
Nelson, Sterling Bawn-Mathematics ------------------------------------------ vVaterloo 
Newland, Patricia Louise-Physical Education (Women ) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ Sioux Falls, S. Dak. 
Nielsen, Andrew Larry-Social Science (History) _______ _____ Cedar Falls 
Nielsen, David Ralph-Social Science -------------------------------------------- Harlan 
Oldsen, Carl Francis-Social Science and Library Science ____ Rockford 
Olson, Robert Owen-Junior High School Education ________ Muscatine 
Olson, Roberta Jeanne-Elementary Education ____ ____________________ Waterloo 
Ostendorf, Evelyn Ritchey-Art -------------------------------------------- Cedar Rapids 
O'Toole, Judith Jane-Social Science (History) ________________________ Waterloo 
Ozias, Douglas Kent-Science --------------------------------------------- ------ Cedar Falls 
Paisley, Jean Ann-Home Economics (Vocational) ________ Independence 
Pampel, Karen Louise-Elementary Education ________________________ Williams 
Paulsen, Sherril Lynn-Elementary Education -------------------------- Lowden 
Paynter, Jayne Ann-Physical Education (Women) ___________________ Colfax 
Peet, Virginia Marie Nost-Elementary Education ____________________ Martelle 
**Pennington, Hugh Marion-Science ( General Science) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Beatrice, Nebr. 
Peters, Judith Kathryn-Music (Trumpet) --------------------------- Cedar Falls 
Petersen, Solveig Elaine-English -------------- ------------------------- Askov, Minn. 
Petersen, Walter Donn-Indush·ial Arts -------------------------------- Cedar Falls 
Peterson, Barbara Anne-Physical Education (Women) Austin, Minn. 
Peterson, Josette Dee Duprez-Elementary Education ____________ Waukee 
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Peterson, Judith Ann-Elementary Education ---------------·----- ------- Lansing 
Peterson, Peggy Elaine-Elementary Education _____________ __ _____ Davenport 
Pixley, Janet Houston-Art ---------------------------------------------------· -- Cedar Falls 
Popp, Ann Marie-Elementary Education ------------------------------ Mason City 
Powell, Curtis Glenn-Social Science (History) ---------------·---- Camanche 
Powell, Patricia Kay-Speech ---------------------------·--·----·----·-··-------·-·-- Le Mars 
Powers, Kathleen Marie-Elementary Education ----- ----------·· Fort Dodge 
Purvis, Barbara Kay-Elementary Education -------------------------- Iowa Falls 
Putzier, Marla Jean-Business Education ( Basic Business) 
-----------------------------------____________ _____________ ----------------------------- Straw beny Point 
*Rasmussen, Lou Ann-English ------------------------------------- Marquette, Nebr. 
Reams, William Robert-Industrial Arts -------------------------------------- Grinnell 
Reed, Phyllis Ann-Elementary Education -~---------------------- North English 
Rehder, Judy Ann-Music (Voice) ---------------------------------·--··---- Gladbrook 
Richey, Clinton Howard, Jr.-Industrial Arts ____________________ West Liberty 
Ridenour, Janice Ann-Elementary Education ____________ Rochester, Minn. 
Riebe, Rosemary Alene-Elementary Education _____ ___________ Cedar Falls 
Rieck, Donald Arthur-Industrial Arts ----------------------------------------- Sumner 
Rinard, Julia Kay-Elementary Education _______ ____ __ ___________ Cedar Rapids 
Ringler, Marlys Elaine-Elementary Education __________ ___________ Lake Park 
*Riseling, Robert Lowell-Art -· ·--··-----------------------··--···--·-·---·------ Cedar Falls 
Robbins, William Eugene-A.it --------------------------------------------------- Waterloo 
Roberts, Warren David-Business Education ------------------------ ---- Waterloo 
Rock, Sally Lue-Elementary Education ------------------------------ ------------ Avoca 
Rook, Wesley John-Social Science (Economics and Sociology, 
History) ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ Davenport 
Rose, David Aloysius-Science (Biology) ------------------------------------ Clinton 
**Rottunda, Gail Corinne-Elementary Education ___________________ Sioux City 
Rowedder, Larry Glenn-Physical Education (Men) ____________ ____ Manilla 
*Rozendaal, Julia Jane-Elementary Education _____________________ ___ Lynnville 
Ruch, Ronald Walter-Mathematics ------------------------------------------------------ Vail 
Ryan, Daniel Lee-Industrial Arts -------------------------------------------- Cedar Falls 
Sabatka, Sharon Kay-Art --------·--·------------------------------------ Columbus, Nebr. 
Sabelka, Paul Cletus-English ---------------------------------------------- Fort Atkinson 
Sabus, Lawrence T.-Foreign Languages -------------------------------------- Carroll 
Schaeffer, Erma Joan Peterson-Elementary Education ____________ Gowrie 
Schaeffer, Gene John-Science (Biology) -------------------------------------- Leland 
Schenken, Larry Lane-Science (Biology) ---------------------------- Cedar Falls 
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Schnicker, John Howard-Mathematics -------------------------------- Washington 
Schnittjer, Carl Joe-Mathematics ------------------------------------------------------ Delhi 
Schrad, Judith Ann-Elementary Education ---------------------------------- Carroll 
Schrader, Jeraldeen Kay-Business Education (Accounting) ____ Hudson 
Schreiber, Richard James-Physical Education ( Men) and 
Mathematics ---------------------------------------- --------------------------------------- Armstrong 
Schultz, Karen Louise-Physical Education (Women) 
___ -------------------------------------------------------- ----_____________ _______ ___ Oconomowoc, Wis. 
•='Seehusen, Margaret Jane-Speech Correction __________________________ Monticello 
Seifert, Keith Emil-Mathematics and Business Education __ Wheatland 
Selk, Gary Bernard-Social Science ( Economics and Sociology) 
-------------------------------- ----------------- _____________ . ______ ________ _______ _______ ____________ Oskaloosa 
Shannon, John Robert, Jr.-Social Science (History) __ _______ _____ Waterloo 
Shaw, Cecil Taylor-Foreign Languages and Social Science 
--------------------------------------------------------------___________________ . ___ ___ __ ___ ________ Aurora, Ill. 
Shoemaker, Gary Glen-Physical Education (Men ) _____ _________ Waterloo 
Simmons, Marcia Gene-Elementa1y Education ____ _________ __ _____ Aurora, Ill. 
Sinnard, Joy Marie-Home Economics ---------------------------------------- Waterloo 
Skelley, Ellen Ladehoff-Elementary Education ________________________ Nashua 
Slitor, James Lewis-Mathematics ----------- ----------------------------- ------- Waukon 
Slump, Betty Roxsene-Social Science ( Economics and Sociology) 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Red Oak 
Smit, Gerald William-Elementary Education ____________________ La Porte City 
Smith, Dianne Ruth-Elementary Education -------------------------------- Lytton 
Sonksen, Elmer Howard-English ----------------------------------------------- Mapleton 
*Sorensen, Nancy Jean-Elementary Education ____________ ____ Saint Charles 
Spain, Judy Ellen-Library Science ---------------------------------------- Parkersburg 
Spain, Karen Louise-Junior High School Education ____ __ __ Parkersburg 
*Spake, Wilma Irene-Junior High School Education ____________ Montezuma 
Stark, Sandra Olivia-Elementary Education ---------------------------- Boxholm 
St. Clair, Judith Ann-Social Science (History) ------------------------ Beaman 
Stebor, Julie Anna-Home Economics (Vocational) __________________ Elkader 
**Steele, Mariana-Library Science and Foreign Languages ________ Algona 
Steffey, Sandra Ione-Library Science ---------------------------------- Des Moines 
Stevens, Phyllis Louise-Elementary Education ---------------------------- Toledo 
Stone, Jerilynn Kaye-Elementary Education ------------------------ Des Moines 
Strandberg, Charles Ray-Science (Physics) ------------------------------- Dayton 
Strause, Mary Jane-Library Science ----------------------------------------- Fruitland 
Straw, Carolyn Louise-Elementary Education ---------------------- Burlington 
Stream, Roberta Ann-Junior High School Education ______________ Jefferson 
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Streck, Karen Jean-Elementary Education ------------------------------ Ida Grove 
Streeter, Bonnie Lou-Elementary Education ------------------------------ ----- Britt 
Sh·icker, Sharon Ann-Business Education (Secretarial) ___ __ _______ Dysart 
Strom, John David-Junior High School Education ___ ___ ____ ________ Scarville 
Stromberg, Donald Richard-Music (Organ) ___________________ Des Moines 
Sh·ong, Nancy Lee--Elementary Education ---------------------------------- Lansing 
Suehisa, Myrtle Rumiko-Elementary Education 
____ ______ __ __________ _______ __________________ _ ______ _______________ ___ W aiakoa, :Maui, Hawaii 
Svetly, Gary John-Mathematics --------------------------------------------------- Barnum 
,:,swan, Clair Roger-Social Science ( Economics and Sociology) Renwick 
Swanson, Yvonne Joyce-Elementary Education __________________ __ ________ Paton 
Taddicken, Patricia Mary-Mathematics ---------------------------------------- Creston 
Tancer, Phyllis Jo Ann-Elementary Education _____ _________ ____ What Cheer 
Taylor, Karen Kay-Music (Voice) ------------------------------- ---- La Porte City 
Teig, Nick Eldon-Industrial Arts -------------- -------------------------------- Radcliffe 
Terpstra, Audry Marie Gardner-Elementary Education ________ Janesville 
Thierman, Charles Robert-Business Education (Accounting) Waterloo 
Thompson, Ronald Joe-Business Education -------------------------------- Conrad 
Thompson, Sharon Kay-Music (Piano) -------------------------------------------- Adel 
Tinderholt, Julie Ann-Elementary Education __ __ ____ ___________ _____ Thompson 
Trickey, Gary Lee-Industrial Arts ---------------------------------------- Iowa Falls 
Ullmann, Geraldine Agnes-Elementary Education ____________________ Titonka 
Vanderzyl, Barbara Jane--Elementary Education ___________ ____ Prairie City 
Van Deventer, Carol Ann-Elementary Education ____________ Cedar Falls 
Van Deventer, Ruth Ann-Business Education ____ ______________________ Waukee 
Van Engen, Shirlejune-Elementary Education ________ __________ Cedar Falls 
Versluis, Joanne Ervin-Speech ---------------------------- ___________________ ____ Waterloo 
*Vogt, Barbara Joan-Elementary Education ____ ____________ __________ Homestead 
Voss, Ruth Ann-Elementary Education -------------------------------------- Calamus 
Vrooman, Ellen McCormick-Elementary Education _________ ______ __ _____ Olin 
Walsh, Margaret Ellen-Elementary Education ----------------- ---------- Cresco 
Walter, Nancy Remsburg-Elementary Education ____________ ____ ___ ___ Ackley 
Walvoord, David Eugene-Social Science (History) ___ __________ Primghar 
Wandschneider, Carole Faye-Elementary Education ____ Mount Auburn 
Wangsness, Kathleen Dee-English ---------------------------------------------- Decorah 
Ward, Judith Kay-Physical Education (Women) ____________________ Waverly 
Ware, Deanna Azeltine-Elementary Education ------------------------------ Oran 
Ware, Judith Margaret-Elementary Education ____________________ Fulton, Ill. 
Watson, Elda Roberts-Elementary Education -------------------------- Waterloo 
Weber, Betty Ann-Elementary Education --------- ---------------- ---------- Breda 
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Wermersen, Dennis Ralph-Mathematics ------------------------------------·- Wesley 
Werner, Judith Elaine-Home Economics (Vocational) ____________ Sumner 
Wesley, Cynthia Brooke Joyner-Speech -------------------------------- Cedar Falls 
West, Larry Lee-Mathematics -------- ---------------------------------------- Estherville 
White, Dennis Lynn-Science (Biology) -------------------------- Marshalltown 
White, Marlys Lucile-Physical Education (Women) ________________ Rhodes 
White, Sherryll Marie-Art --------- ---------------·--------------------------------- Winterset 
Wiebbecke, Carol Jane-Elementa1y Education -----------·-------------- Clutier 
Wiegmann, Bruce Dean-Physical Education (Men) ______________ Waverly 
Wielenga, Wilton Jan-Foreign Languages -------·------------------ Orange City 
Wiethom, Karen Frances-Elementary Education ____________________ Monona 
Wiley, Russell Allen, Jr.-Science (Chemistry) ___________________ Montezuma 
Wilhelm, James Downey, Jr.-Mathematics ______________ ______ _____ Des Moines 
Wilkans, Naomi Carole-Music (Clarinet) --··--···-·--·---------------- Alexander 
Wilke, Jo Ann-Elementary Education ---------------------------------- Cedar Falls 
*Will, Joseph Paul-Mathematics ---------------------------------------------·--- Waterloo 
Willesen, Sharon Matte-Elementary Education -----------·------------ Manning 
Williams, Patricia Frances-Business Education ( Basic Business) 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Corwith 
Williams, Wendell Thomas-Physical Education (Men) ____ Cedar Falls 
Williamson, Linda Mae-Elementary Education ____ ____________________ Waterloo 
Willis, Patricia Ann-English and Library Science ______________________ Titonka 
**Willrich, Ronald Eugene-Mathematics -· ·-------·------------------------------ Dexter 
Wilsey, Carol Mae-Speech -------------------·------------------------------------------ George 
Winter, Connie Jean-Mathematics ------------------------------------------------------ Adel 
Wisner, Betty Ann-Elementary Education __________________ Sioux City 
Wood, Janet Marie-Elementary Education ---------------------------- Macksburg 
Zeck, Andrea Alice-Elementary Education ------------------------- Washington 
Ziesche, Carolyn Mary-Physical Education (Women) __ ______ Davenport 
*Graduated with honors 
**Graduated with high honors 
***Graduated with highest honors 
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THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION 
Broderick, William Arthur -------- -------- ------------------------------------------------ Hudson 
B.A., 1953, State College of Iowa 
Major-Social Science 
Clark, James George ---------------------------------------------·-------------------------- Waterloo 
B.S. in P.Ed., 1949, State University of Iowa, Iowa City 
Major-Science 
Doolittle, Joseph Doering -------------------- ------- --------------------------------- Burlington 
B.S., 1954, Univeristy of Minnesota, Mix;meapolis 
Major-Music 
Thesis-An Evaluation of an Inventory Instrument Designed to 
Measure the Attitudes of Some Iowa High School Band 
Students 
Fellger, Merill Christ ---------------------------------------------------- Minnetonka, Minn. 
B.S., 1952, Wartburg College, Waverly 
Major-Science 
Gaulke, Maurice Lynn ------------------------------------------------------------------------ Ackley 
B.A., 1956, State College of Iowa 
Major-Art 
Harter, Robert Keith ----------------------------- ----------- ------------------ ------- Rockford, Ill. 
B.A., 1959, State College of Iowa 
Major-Science 
Thesis-A Study of the Esterification of 1, 4-Cyclohexanedi-
methanol 
Hermanstorfer, Judith ---------------- ---------------------- ______ __ _________ _ .. ______ ___ Sigourney 
B.A., 1962, State College of Iowa 
Major-Business Education 
Thesis-A Comparative Analysis of Surveys Taken in Iowa Public 
Schools in 1952 and 1962 Relative to the Status and Future 
of Cooperative Work-Experience Programs in Business Oc-
cupations 
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Khan, Abdul Haq -------------------------------------------------------------- New Delhi, India 
B.A., 1946; LL.B., 1948; M.A., 1948, Aligarh Muslim University, 
Aligarh, India 
Major-School Administration and Supervision-Secondary Prin• 
cipalship 
Thesis-A Program for the Gifted Pupils of the Multipurpose 
Higher Secondary Schools of India Adapted from Var• 
ious United States Sources 
Martinson, Shirley Kay -------------------------------------------------------------- -------- Clarion 
B.A., 1959, State College of Iowa 
Major-Science 
McCrea, Joyce Marjorie Spooner --- ---------------------------- ----------- ---- Storm Lake 
B.A., 1962, State College of Iowa 
Major-Business Education 
Perrine, Don Carl ------------------------------------------------------------------------ Graettinger 
B.S., 1953, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis 
Major-Music 
Thesis-A Transcription of Corelli's Concerto Grosso Opus 6 
Number 8 (Christmas Concerto) for Concert Band 
Philip, Elizabeth Thomas -------------------------------------------------------- Kerala, India 
B.A., 1948, University of Travancore, Trivandrum, India 
B.T., 1952, University of Madras, Madras, India 
Major-Social Science 
Thesis-Community Development in India's Rural Areas 
Rice, Irma Johnson --- -------------------------------------------------------------------- Humboldt 
B.A., 1955, State College of Iowa 
Major-School Administration and Supervision-
Elementary Supervision 
Richter, Erwin William ---------------------------------------------- Grosse Pointe, Mich. 
B.S., 1956, Northern Michigan College of Education, Marquette 
Major-Science 
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Sanford, Gordon Lee ------------------------------------------------------------------------ Oelwein 
B.A., 1959, State College of Iowa 
Major-Social Science 
Sears, Stuart Eugene ------------------------------------------------------------------------ Waterloo 
B.S., 1951, Upper Iowa University, Fayette 
Major-Business Education 
Skoog, Gerald Duane ------------------------------------------------------ ---- Hubbard, Nebr. 
B.S. in Ed., 1958, The University of Nebraska, Lincoln 
Major-Science 
Sollien, Arden Du Wayne ------------------------------------------------------------ Cedar Falls 
B.A., 1958, State College of Iowa 
Major-Guidance and Counseling 
Sproule, Frank Philip ---------------------------------------------------------------- Cedar Falls 
B.A., 1959, State College of Iowa 
Major-Business Education 
Tesdall, Duane Leonard ------------------------------------------------------ Janesville, Wis. 
B.S. in Ed., 1959, Illinois State Normal University, Normal 
Major-Mathematics 
Train, Evelyn Elaine Shannon -------------------------------------------------- Cedar Falls 
B.A., 1943, State College of Iowa 
Major-Guidance and Counseling 
Winters, Donald Lee ------------------------------------------------------------------ Fort Dodge 
B.A., 1957, State College of Iowa 
Major-Social Science 
Thesis-The Senatorial Career of William Squire Kenyon, 1911-1922 
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THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION 
A Faculty Marshal heads the academic procession. Candidates for 
degrees, with Master's degree candidates first, are led by Student Mar-
shals. Next in line are the President's Party including members of the 
Board of Regents and other honored guests, and college officials with plat-
form duties. Then follow Administrative Council members, who also sit 
on the platform. 
The academic costumes worn trace their origin to the middle ages 
when long-sleeved, hooded gowns were necessary for warmth in the un-
heated stone colleges. Over the centuries much diversity occurred. To 
bring some order out of this, in the United States in 1894, an intercol-
legiate system of academic costume was agreed on and it is now adhered 
to by more than 760 institutions. According to this code, both the styling 
and the colors of the regalia have significance. 
The design of the gowns indicates the degree: The bachelor's is a 
simple gown with a full sleeve. The master's gown is much like a 
bachelor's gown except for the long sleeve which hangs loose since the 
arm actually protrudes from a slit in the upper part of the sleeve. The 
doctor's gown is more elaborate and worn loosely. It has velvet edging 
and three velvet stripes on the full sleeves. The color of this velvet may 
be black or in the color appropriate to the degree. 
Hoods, which are worn over the gowns, are similar for all three de-
grees. The bachelors candidates often do not wear the hood. The hood 
has a velvet edging which indicates the area of the degree. The inside 
or lining of the hood is satin and indicates by its colors the college or 
university which granted the degree. 
A partial list of degree colors to be found on the edge of the hood or 
the trimming on the doctor's gowns is as follows: 
Blue, Dark-Philosophy Lemon-Library Science 









Green, Sage-Physical Education 
Student Marshals are junior students, who wear their purple and 
gold gowns as a distinctive garb in connection with their function of 
assisting with the academic procession. 
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STUDENT MARSHALS 
John Austin Finnessy --------------------------------- President Student League Board 
Richard Arden Worm ---------------------------------------------------- President Men's Union 

